
INVINCIBLE 1939 
Chapter 1939: The You Family’s Pursuit? 

The moment they entered the tunnel, everyone other than Huang Xiaolong felt the skies flipping upside 

down as their visions went black. 

Since it was the first time they were ascending to the Divine World, they couldn’t help but feel nervous 

in their hearts. However, a light broke through the darkness and illuminated the world before them. As 

their bodies became as light as a feather, they slowly descended towards the ground. 

Surprised yells ensued, and they broke into a dance. Just as they were about to slam into the ground, a 

powerful aura appeared and locked them all in space. 

They floated several inches off the ground. 

“Is everyone alright?” Huang Xiaolong asked all of a sudden. 

“We are fine...” The Ascending Moon Old Man returned to his senses and shook his head. 

“Is this the Divine World? The spiritual energy is so dense! It’s at least several times more concentrated 

than in the lower realm...” Xie Puti sucked in spiritual energy from all around him and yelled in shock. 

The Ascending Moon Old Man felt surprised as he looked all around him. 

A chuckle escaped Huang Xiaolong’s lips. “This is just one of the smaller world surfaces in the Divine 

World. This concentration of spiritual energy is everywhere. When you arrive at the super world 

surfaces, you will be able to feel the difference. If you manage to enter the headquarters of the various 

superpowers, you might even be able to feel spiritual energy a thousand times more concentrated than 

in this place.” 

Everyone widened their eyes in shock as they stared at Huang Xiaolong. A thousand times! 

“Alright, let’s leave this place.” Huang Xiaolong said as he brought out the Netherking Flying Ship. 

When they saw the massive flying ship appearing in mid-air, everyone swallowed a mouthful of saliva in 

shock. 

“Little brat, is this a flying ship from the Divine World? Are all the flying ships this massive here?” The 

Ascending Moon Old Man couldn’t help but ask. 

They felt the oppressive aura coming from the Netherking Flying Ship, and all of them felt smaller than 

an ant. No, they felt like a speck of dust standing in front of it. 

When Huang Xiaolong saw how curious the Ascending Moon Old Man was, he chuckled, “This is indeed 

a flying ship from the Divine World. However, the flying ships here are split into different grades. Not all 

of them are as impressive as this one.” 
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After explaining the different levels of divine artifacts found in the Divine World, Huang Xiaolong 

brought all of them aboard the flying ship. The four odd beasts appeared beside him, and he sent them 

off to steer the ship. All of them left the tiny world surface in an instant. 

When everyone saw the four odd beasts, they couldn’t help but feel a tremor running through their 

heart. 

“Sect Master, didn’t You Wuguang say something about his You Family having a hundred thousand 

Heavenly Gods? Since You Wuye and the others escaped to the Divine World, won’t they reveal 

everything about you to their upper echelons? What if they give down the order to hunt us down?” 

Worry filled Fei Hou’s heart as he asked Huang Xiaolong timidly. 

Even though Huang Xiaolong had exterminated the Wangu Clan in the lower realm single-handedly, 

Wangu Yanhui, You Wuye, and the others had managed to escape to the Divine World before Huang 

Xiaolong could catch them. 

An anxious look appeared on the faces of the Ascending Moon Old Man and the others. 

Huang Xiaolong laughed as he blinked his eyes. “There’s nothing to worry about. Right now, I’m a 

disciple from the Fortune Emperor Palace. The You Family and the Wangu Clan won’t look for trouble by 

hunting me down.” 

“Fortune Emperor Palace?” A look of suspicion appeared on the Ascending Moon Old Man’s face. “Is the 

Fortune Emperor Palace strong? Are they related to the Fortune Gate in the lower realm?” 

Huang Xiaolong explained, “The Heavenly Court controls the Divine World, and under the Heavenly 

Court lies the various superpowers. All of them have ‘Emperor Palace’ in their name, and there are more 

of these Emperor Palaces than you can count. The You Family is a high ranked power, but they still lie 

below the Emperor Palaces. As for the Fortune Emperor Palace, it’s ranked in the top one hundred 

Emperor Palaces in the Divine World.” 

“Of course, the Fortune Emperor Palace is related to the Fortune Gate in the lower realm.” 

When the Ascending Moon Old Man heard that Huang Xiaolong was a disciple of the Fortune Emperor 

Palace, a look of surprise appeared on his face. He broke into laughter, “Little brat. It seems like you’re 

getting along just fine in the Divine World! The selection process of the Fortune Emperor Palace should 

be extremely strict, right? I could have never thought that you would be able to pass the selections!” 

Huang Xiaolong snickered when he heard what the old man said. A mischievous glint flashed past his 

eyes as he said, “I’m no ordinary disciple in the Fortune Emperor Palace. The patriarch of the Fortune 

Emperor Palace is called the Fortune Emperor, and there are several ancestors under the chief. Below 

the ancestors, hall master, grand elders, and elders.” 

“I am the personal disciple of the Chief of Hall Masters Zhao Lei!” 

A personal disciple of a Chif of Hall Masters! 

Everyone felt a burst of joy when they heard what he said. 

“So you’re the Fortune Emperor Palace’s Chief of Hall Master’s personal disciple... It’s no wonder you 

dare to offend the You Family and the Wangu Clan!” Fei Hou chuckled. 



Initially, everyone was afraid of the You Family’s threat. They were afraid that the You Family would 

hunt them down, and the Wangu Clan would cause them some trouble. But when they heard that 

Huang Xiaolong was a personal disciple of a hall master of the Fortune Emperor Palace, they sighed in 

relief. They felt as though a massive boulder was lifted off their chest. 

“Little kid, what’s the realm above the Heavenly God Realm?” The Ascending Moon Old Man asked 

curiously. 

“The Ancient God Realm comes after that, followed by the Ancestor God Realm. After breaking through 

the Ancestor God Realm, one will enter the God King Realm. After that comes the Heavenly Monarch 

Realm and then the Emperor Realm!” Huang Xiaolong said. “Normally, every single ancestor from an 

Emperor Palace will be an Emperor Realm expert.” 

“For families like the You Family, their patriarch will be at the Heavenly Monarch Realm.” 

“It must be extremely difficult to break through to the Ancient God Realm, right? You have already 

ascended for so long. Have you broken through to the Ancient God Realm yet?” The Ascending Moon 

Old Man asked. 

Ancient God?! Huang Xiaolong’s expression became a sight to behold when he thought about the time 

he was an Ancient God. After thinking about it, he replied. “In fact, I broke through Ancient God a long 

time ago.” 

After contemplation, Huang Xiaolong decided against telling them his true strength. He was afraid they 

would be struck too heavy of a blow. After all, they would learn of his strength eventually. 

Huang Xiaolong retrieved a transmission symbol, and he contacted the Silver Fox Chamber of 

Commerce. He requested for them to look for his parents and Shi Xiaofei. After that, he contacted the 

Grandmist Emperor Palace, Martial Demon Emperor Palace, Magic Shaman Emperor Palace, the 

Netherworld King’s Organization, and all the powers he could reach. He extended a greeting to all of 

them. 

All he wanted to do was to speed up his search for his parents and Shi Xiaofei. 

“Little brat, are we going to the Fortune Emperor Palace’s headquarters?” The old man asked when he 

saw Huang Xiaolong contacting the outside world. 

“Yes. We shall head over to the Fortune Emperor Palace.” 

... 

Just as Huang Xiaolong and the others were making their way to the Fortune Emperor Palace, several 

people were buzzing about on a tiny world surface. They were precisely Wangu Yanhui, You Wuye, and 

Cheng Zongyi. 

You Wuye opened his mouth and suggested, “I’ve already contacted my family members with a secret 

method. There is a branch of my You Family on this world surface, and the chief of this branch will be 

sending experts to welcome us.” A chilly light flashed through his eyes all of a sudden. “There is no way I 

will forget the matter of my You Family’s extermination in the lower realm. Huang Xiaolong, just wait for 

my You Family’s endless pursuit!” 



Wangu Yanhui’s voice was heavy as well. “I’ve also contacted experts from my Wangu Clan. Huang 

Xiaolong, since you dared to kill all the members from my Wangu Clan in the lower realm, you can’t 

blame me for being ruthless!” 

Chapter 1940: The You Family is Finished! 

Very quickly, You Wuye, Wangu Yanhui, and Cheng Zongyi met the experts from the You Family. 

The You Family had sent an Ancient God Realm expert. He was extremely respectful towards You Wuye 

and the others. If any random disciple from their family had ascended, there would have been 

absolutely no chance of an Ancient God Realm expert coming to welcome them. Even Heavenly Gods 

wouldn’t go out of their way to welcome newly ascended disciples. 

You Chufei, the expert who had gone to welcome them, pointed towards the city before them and said. 

“That’s Gaoyi City. It’s where our branch is located. Our You Family controls the entire Gaoyi City, and 

the city lord is an elder of our family.” He couldn’t help but show off the achievements of the You Family 

to the newcomers. 

When the three ascenders looked at the boundless city standing before them, they couldn’t help but 

feel a tremor run through their hearts. 

With such a massive city under the control of a single family, anyone could tell that the You Family was 

strong. 

As You Chufei looked at the shocked expression on their faces, he couldn’t help but laugh. “The world 

surface we are standing on is called the Dalu World. Our family branch located here is called the Dalu 

Branch. There are more than three thousand cities under our control on this world surface. Gaoyi city is 

merely one of the average-sized ones...” 

“What?! Over three thousand cities?!” You Wuye yelled in surprise. The other two couldn’t hide the 

shock on their face when they heard what he said. 

They were astonished when they learned that Gaoyi City belonged to the You Family. Never in their 

wildest imagination would they have thought that Gaoyi City was one out of the three thousand cities 

controlled by the You Family! 

Not to mention, they were controlled by a branch family of the You Family! 

“Our You Family is considered one of the three largest factions on the Dalu World.” You Chufei chuckled 

and continued, “It won’t be an exaggeration to say that if our You Family Branch Chief stomps his feet, 

he would be able to shake Dalu World!” 

You Wuye was stunned for a second before he became overwhelmed with joy. Since the You Family 

Branch was already such a terrifying existence, wouldn’t the main family be even stronger?! 

The stronger the You Family was, the better it would be for him to hunt Huang Xiaolong down. He would 

be able to make Huang Xiaolong feel despair! 

You Wuye turned to You Chufei and asked, “Senior Chufei, does that mean that our You Family is a 

terrifying presence in the Divine World?” 
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A grin appeared on You Chufei’s face. “Our You Family ranks in the top hundred of all the top-ranked 

families in the Divine World. Some of the weaker Emperor Palaces wouldn’t dare to offend us 

unnecessarily.” 

You Wuye heaved a sigh of relief when he heard what You Chufei said. 

He turned to the other two and laughed, “Of course, I know that one cannot look down upon the Cheng 

Family’s strength. Of course, there is no need for me to mention how strong the Eternal Emperor Palace 

is.” 

It was precisely because Wangu Yanhui was a member of the Eternal Emperor Palace that the You 

Family had sent an Ancient God Realm expert to welcome them. 

“Senior Chufei, is my Eternal Emperor Palace considered one of the superpowers in the Divine World?” 

Wangu Yanhui asked in surprise. 

Even though the Wangu Clan had managed to learn about their backer’s strength in the Divine World, 

that was merely by word. None of them had any idea how strong the Eternal Emperor Palace actually 

was. 

You Chufei chuckled. “Your Eternal Emperor Palace is extremely strong! First rate families like our You 

Family are ranked way below the Emperor Palaces! Moreover, your Eternal Emperor Palace ranks in the 

top three hundred Emperor Palaces in the Divine World!” 

“Ranked in the top three hundred!” Wangu Yanhui felt a burst of joy in his heart. Huang Xiaolong! Ah, 

Huang Xiaolong, I’m afraid that you have no idea how strong my Eternal Emperor Palace is in the Divine 

World... 

You might be a powerhouse in the lower realm, but I’m afraid that you’re nothing more than a small fry 

up here. Which tiny world surface did you hide in for the past thousand years?! I’m afraid you don’t 

even know that there is an Emperor Palace called the Eternal Emperor Palace! 

In fact, if Huang Xiaolong had remained on the Vientiane World when he had first ascended, he wouldn’t 

have come in contact with the various Emperor Palaces. 

Before long, the three of them met with the You Family Branch Leader, You Chengguang. 

After they paid their respects, You Chengguang started to ask about the situation in the lower realm. 

“Family Head, our You Family was exterminated by someone in the lower realm!” You Wuye fell to his 

knees, and a look of despair filled his face. “You have to take revenge for the various disciples who died 

in the lower realm!” 

“What?! My You Family members were killed in the lower realm?!” You Chengguang raised his head 

abruptly and raged. 

“Who?! Who was the one who did it?!” Killing intent burst out from his eyes. “Which family is he from?! 

Are they from the Divine World?! How dare they kill the members of my You Family in the lower realm. 

I’ll kill everyone related to them in the Divine World!” 



You Wuye bowed respectfully and said, “He’s a disciple from the lower realm! He’s called Huang 

Xiaolong!” 

“WHAT?! You... What did you just say? Huang... Huang Xiaolong?!” The furious You Chengguang turned 

silent in an instant. He fell from his seat, and his body shook when he stared at the three of them. 

The atmosphere in the hall changed as all the experts from the You Family Branch turned fidgety. 

When the three of them saw the change around them, a trace of unease and suspicion filled their 

hearts. 

“Family Leader Chengguang, this...” You Wuye widened his mouth in shock. 

You Chengguang rushed towards You Wuye and grabbed him by the collar. The smile had already 

disappeared, and a look of pure rage replaced it. Saliva sprayed onto You Wuye’s face as he forced the 

words out of his mouth. “Repeat what you just said... You... you said that his name was Huang 

Xiaolong?!” 

You Wuye and the others saw the vicious look on You Chengguang’s face, and they became so 

frightened that their souls nearly flew out of their bodies. 

“Yes... Yes. He’s called Huang Xiaolong!” You Wuye stammered. 

As though the strength in his body left him, You Chengguang dropped You Wuye in shock. A vacant look 

appeared in his eyes, and he mumbled to himself. 

“Family Head, is there a chance of them having the same name? It might not be him...” An elder of the 

You Family Branch spoke up all of a sudden. 

You Wuye, Wangu Yanhui, and Cheng Zongyi stared at each other in shock. Is there a bigshot in the 

Divine World called Huang Xiaolong?! 

You Chengguang snapped back to his senses all of a sudden. A light flashed through his eyes, and he 

laughed. “That’s right! Of course! It has to be! How can Huang Xiaolong return to the lower realm?!” 

You Chengguang turned to You Wuye and asked, “Speak. Tell me everything you know about Huang 

Xiaolong!” 

You Wuye didn’t know what to say, and he could only spill everything he knew about Huang Xiaolong. 

“You... what did you say?! Huang Xiaolong ascended to the Divine World several thousand years ago?!” 

The moment the news of Huang Xiaolong ascending in the past reached You Chengguang’s ears, his eyes 

nearly popped out of their sockets. It seemed like his heart had stopped beating in an instant. 

“Yes, according to the difference in time, Huang Xiaolong had already ascended to the Divine World for 

several hundreds of years now.” You Wuye felt his chest tightening as he continued, “Several days ago, 

Huang Xiaolong used some unknown method to return to the lower realm. He exterminated the Wangu 

Clan, the Cheng Family, the Ancient Demon Race, the Wangu Clan, and the Ghost Refining Gate! He 

even destroyed several hundred superpowers in the lower realm!” 



No matter how well You Wuye described Huang Xiaolong’s actions when he had returned to the lower 

realm, You Chengguang failed to listen to any of it. He sat on the ground, and he stared into space with 

his listless eyes. According to what You Wuye was saying, there was a 99% chance the Huang Xiaolong 

he was talking about was the same Huang Xiaolong everyone knew. 

The You Family is finished! 

 


